
 
 

October 2011 Twitter Chat hosted by @NewHope360 

Taking Back Our Food: GMO Awareness Worldwide 
Wednesday, Oct. 26, 8 pm EST/5 pm PST 

#naturalchat is a NewHope360 Twitter Chat where we discuss hot topics important to the 
natural community. Each month we invite a guest, ranging from supply to shelf, to help us 
lead the discussion. 

Guest: To celebrate Non-GMO Awareness Month, we're joined by the GMO Film Project 
(Untitled)'s Director (@jeremy_seifert), Producer Joshua Kunau (@jkunau) and Producer 
(@ejkucinich, wife of Congressman Dennis Kucinich). The three share details about their 
work-in-progress GMO documentary and how the world is awakening to the reality of 
genetically modified food. 

Chat transcript (begins at the bottom): 
 
NCoulterParker RT @deliciousliving: Thanks SO MUCH to @EJKucinich, 
@Jeremy_Seifert, @jkunau. Keep up the great work! #GMO #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Thanks @franknfoode @BeanitosMike for stopping in. Great discussion. 
#naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 I wouldn't see why not! RT @deliciousliving: Can consumers join in? RT 
@NewHope360 Free GMO webinar ow.ly/7a9yi #naturalchat 
 
BeanitosMike hear hear! RT “@deliciousliving: Thanks SO MUCH to @EJKucinich, 
@Jeremy_Seifert, @jkunau. Our readers are with you! #naturalchat” 
 
NCoulterParker PLUs:4 (#s) is a bore (conventional nonGMO), starts w/ 9 it's divine 
(organic), w/ 8 don't negotiate (GMO) bit.ly/si5XTI #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode Nice to have caught part of the #naturalchat, folks. Ciao 
 
franknfoode @BeanitosMike @Jeremy_Seifert For more info, check out Biofortified.org, 
independent scientists blog on plant genetics. #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving Thanks SO MUCH to @EJKucinich, @Jeremy_Seifert, @jkunau. Our 
readers are with you! #naturalchat  
 
NewHope360 Thanks again, GMO Film Project. We look forward to 2012. Goodnight! 
#naturalchat 
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EJKucinich Thank you everyone!! Wonderful chatting with you! Keep in touch. 
GMOfilm.com - we're in it together!! #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @franknfoode Please put them in touch! I'd really appreciate it. Thanks! 
#naturalchat 
 
BeanitosMike @franknfoode nuff said - thanks for clarifying your position on #GMOs 
#naturalchat 
 
Jessica_Rubino And GMO fruit PLU codes have five #s, starting with the #8 RT 
@ncoulterparker: hidden GMOs: Glucose, Lecithin, Maltodextrin #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich RT @NewHope360 Retailers & manufacturers join free Webinar tomorrow. 
Learn how to support non-GMO movement ow.ly/7a9yi #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode @Jeremy_Seifert glad 2 hear you reached out to some. But I know some folks 
who might B interested. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Stay tuned for next month's #naturalchat with On Our Radar, our daily 
enews full of natural industry info ow.ly/7a9EK #naturalchat 
 
jkunau Thanks @NewHope360 and everyone that joined us! #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker RT @BeanitosMike: Support the #GMO film - every bit counts- show your 
support paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/web… @Jeremy_Seifert #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Retailers & manufacturers can join our free Webinar tomorrow to learn how 
to support the non-GMO movement: ow.ly/7a9yi #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode @BeanitosMike IMO it is not about pro or anti, but what, how, and why. Am 
in favor along w/organic. R U pro or anti tillage? :) #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 N  
Looks like we're out of time! Time flies when you're chatting #GMO. #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich RT @BeanitosMike: Support the #GMO film - every bit counts- really- go now 
and show your support paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/web… #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker RT @Jeremy_Seifert: Wendell Berry says: How will we relate to our land? 
"We are divided between exploitation and nurture." #naturalchat 
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cbaginski Basically, processed food? RT @NCoulterParker: Not-so-obvious GMO ingreds: 
Glucose, Lecithin, Maltodextrin bit.ly/vrBnhr #naturalchat 
 
BeanitosMike Support the #GMO film - every bit counts- really- go now and show your 
support paypal.com/us/cgi-bin/web… @Jeremy_Seifert #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich Not-so-obvious GMO ingredients: Glucose, Lecithin, Maltodextrin - think 
chocolate ice cream soda bit.ly/vrBnhr #GMO #naturalchat 
Jeremy_Seifert @franknfoode We have reached out to quite a few proGMOers, but they 
have refused to give us interviews. Still hoping some will! #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 Q10, Want to awaken and inspire our society to what is happening, 
as well as support those fighting GMOs. #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @EJKucinich Elizabeth makes a good point! If we can get it fully funded 
soon, that will speed up the process immensely! #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Not-so-obvious GMO ingredients: Glucose, Lecithin, Maltodextrin -- think 
chocolate, ice cream, soda bit.ly/vrBnhr #GMO #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode Would be interested to know who on the other side of the GMO issue 
@Jeremy_Seifert reached out to while making the film? #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @JodyRaeMason We have filmed close to 60% of it, so we've got a ways to 
go before post-production! I'm hoping for next summer! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 RT @deliciousliving: Consumers shouldn't be afraid to ASK retailers Qs! As 
@nfm_mag said, many are working hard for non-GMO. #naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld @TreeHugger environmentalism means eating non-gmo to me! 
#naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @NewHope360 1st biggest hope to get it funded in next month and completed 
by early 2012!! Can you help? GMOfilm.com #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving And consumers shouldn't be afraid to ASK their retailers questions! As 
@nfm_mag said, many are working hard for non-GMO. #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode Plant breeders depend on genetic diversity 2 find new traits and combos that 
will work better on farms. #naturalchat. Even big seed corps do 
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nfm_mag RT @NewHope360Education is key, as well as not getting caught up in 
terminology. GE, GMO, GM explained: ow.ly/7a9ZV #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @NewHope360: Education is key, as well as not getting caught up in 
terminology. GE, GMO, GM explained: ow.ly/7a9ZV #naturalchat 
17 minutes ago  
 
NewHope360 Q10 What is your biggest hope for this film? Is there a release date yet (we 
can’t wait to see it)! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 RT @EJKucinich: 10 reasons to avoid #GMOs 
responsibletechnology.org/10-Reasons-to-… #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @franknfoode: The USDA collects & preserves genetic diversity of 
crops in seed banks. You can request free seed from them #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @BeanitosMike: labeling #GMOs & let the free market decide, big AG 
will be forced to stop planting GE crops #naturalchat 
 
kblackwell RT @Jeremy_Seifert: Don't buy products containing GMOs, buy organic, 
demand labeling and dont take NO or silence for an answer! #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker “What people need to understand w/ GE is that the seeds are owned by 
chemical companies,” Gary Hirschberg @stonyfield #GMO #naturalchat 
 
occupymonsantoRT @EJKucinich You've just got to read this article re US biotech promo 
by USAID in #Tanzania 1.usa.gov/vZyOoE #naturalchat <Thx Obama! 
 
NewHope360 No #GMO! Education is key, as well as not getting caught up in terminology. 
GE, GMO, GM explained: ow.ly/7a9ZV #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich 10 reasons to avoid #GMOs responsibletechnology.org/10-Reasons-to-… 
#naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert Wendell Berry says the question is: How will we relate to our land? "We are 
divided between exploitation and nurture." #naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld To combat #GMOs: demand labeling, buy organic, and place pressure on 
the claim that gmo crops can feed the world. #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode The USDA collects and preserves genetic diversity of crops in seed banks 
around the country - U can request free seed from them #naturalchat 
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Jessica_Rubino Discussed on recent #Paonia trip. RT @jeremy_seifert: Label GMOs now, 
then work to replace them & big ag with #organic farming. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Recent article we read said #organic + conventional is the answer to feeding 
the world. Uh, how? ow.ly/7acrw #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit  RT @NCoulterParker: @seed_alliance works to preserve proper 
stewardship of the genetic resources of our seed supply #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert Q9, Refuse to buy any products containing GMOs, buy organic, demand 
labeling and don't take NO or silence for an answer! #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit   
RT @BeanitosMike: call and make face to face contact with your local and state reps, start 
communtity action groups too #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @Jeremy_Seifert: You have to label #GMOs now, then work to replace 
them and big ag with organic, regenerative farming. #naturalchat 
 
jkunau Here, here! @BeanitosMike: labeling #GMOs & let the free market decide, big AG 
will be forced to stop planting GE crops #naturalchat 
 
BeanitosMike @NewHope360 call and make face to face contact with your local and state 
representatives, start communtity action groups too #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Organic seed alliance works to preserve proper stewardship of the genetic 
resources of our seed supply @seed_alliance #GMO #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich You've just got to read this article re US biotech promo by USAID in #Tanzania 
tanzania.usembassy.gov/pr_03142011a.h… #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @Jeremy_Seifert: The IAASTD Report, 3 years, over 400 scientists, 
50+countries, says that GMOs cant feed the world. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 It's a good one, isn't it! RT @JodyRaeMason: This is the most fun tweetchat 
Ive ever been in #naturalchat #GMO #naturalchat 
 
BeanitosMike @NewHope360 labeling #GMO's and let the free market decide - once that 
happens big AG will be forced to stop planting GE crops #naturalchat 
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Jeremy_Seifert The IAASTD Report, 3 years, over 400 scientists, 50+countries, says that 
GMOs can't feed the world. Agroecology can and must. #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode A Q for #naturalchat: does the the organic vs GMO divide help or hurt the 
future of ag - and wouldn't it be better to combine approaches? 
 
deliciousliving YES RT @NewHope360: Making a film against GMOs is a huge stand. What 
do you recommend ppl do on smaller scale to effect change? #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich   @JennaBlumenfeld and yet this is what USAID is promoting in the developing 
world! False claims that GMOs will solve hunger #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @NCoulterParker: In the 90s we had 300+ seed companies,now only 
about 100 left, says Independent Professional Seed Assoc #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Seed is key-In the 90s we had 300+ seed companies, now only about 100 
left, says the Independent Professional Seed Assoc #GMO #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Q9 Making a film against GMOs is a huge stand. What do you recommend 
people do on a smaller scale to effect change with GMOs? #naturalchat 
 

jkunau RT @Jeremy_Seifert: You have to label GMOs now, then work to replace them and 
big ag with organic, regenerative farming. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Nope! We think it's a combo, too. RT @jkunau: Q8, would the answer be 
wrong if I just said "Yes" to both? #naturalchat 
 
franknfoode For those who haven't heard of it yet, Biofortified.org is an independent group 
blog on plant genetics and GMO. #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving Ah, good one RT @NewHope360 @RodaleInstitutes 30-year study found 
claim of #GMOs feeding the world=baloney ow.ly/7abQy #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert Q8, You have to label GMOs now, then work to replace them and big ag with 
organic, regenerative farming. #naturalchat 
 
kblackwell RT @jkunau: We dont need to produce twice as much food to feed the world, 
we already produce 200 times our energy consumption. #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  We need better food distribution networks, not GMO crops! We throw away 
50% of the food we produce in the USA! #naturalchat 
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deliciousliving Most significant study so far? RT @EJKucinich You have to see where major 
research institutions are getting their funding... #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 .@kblackwell The @RodaleInstitute's 30-year study found the claim of 
#GMOs feeding the world was baloney ow.ly/7abQy #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @kblackwell We don't need to produce twice as much food to feed the world, we 
already produce 200 times our energy consumption. #naturalchat 
 
Jessica_Rubino Have heard some ppl compare it to #nanotechnology b/c RT 
@jeremy_seifert No definitive independent research on #GMOs and health #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @cbaginski: Luckily, a soil expert for @NewHope360 article says its 
not too late to remediate: bit.ly/r0ynXJ #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @JennaBlumenfeld You have to see where major research institutions are 
getting their funding... #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @kblackwell Watch our last film Dive!. We show how as a society we throw away 
almost 50% of all food ready to be consumed. #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit @JennaBlumenfeld Even if health side effects take decades to emerge, 
damage to #organic farms is irreversible #GMOs #naturalchat 
29 minutes ago  
 
franknfoode There has been a lot of independent research on #GMO, here is a list of over 
100 peer-reviewed studies: bit.ly/fXwPAH #naturalchat 
 
cbaginski Q8 Both! Luckily, a soil expert I talked to for a @NewHope360 article says it's 
not too late to remediate: bit.ly/r0ynXJ #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 Q8, would the answer be wrong if I just said "Yes" to both? 
#naturalchat 
 
kblackwell What the best argument against those who say #GMOs are the solution to world 
hunger? #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker In the absence of research, our children are part of an unknown science 
experiment. We need to ensure choice for non #GMO food #naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld @Jeremy_Seifert Is it possible that side effects of #GMOs won't manifest 
for decades? #naturalchat 
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JodyRaeMason This is the most fun tweetchat I've ever been in #naturalchat #GMO 
 
NewHope360 Q8 Does "taking back our food" mean having #GMO labeling as a standard on 
all products? Or is it not planting GMOs at all? #naturalchat 
 
SeekBluntTruth RT @NCoulterParker: Anna Lappe wrote a great piece on why #GMO s 
won't feed the world bit.ly/ojnRFa #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Yikes. RT @jkunau: Q7, Elizabeth & I were there in DC & there wasn't much 
coverage. Yet it was in the news in China. #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  Help #Tanzania keep GMO out tell Ambassador truth about US Expert advice 
tanzania.usembassy.gov/pr_03142011a.h… #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @JennaBlumenfeld There has been no definitive, independent research 
done on health effects of GMOs. Feed them to your children! #naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag RT @Bomeggies Help fund a documentary on #GMO! RT @jkunau Go to 
gmofilm.com and click on donate! #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Anna Lappe wrote a great piece on why #GMO s won't feed the world 
bit.ly/ojnRFa #naturalchat 
 
cbaginski RT @Bomeggies Help fund a documentary on #GMO! RT @jkunau Go to 
gmofilm.com and click on donate! #naturalchat 
 
Bomeggies Congrats on your new #GMO film project; I haven't yet seen DIVE but am 
looking forward to checking it out @Jeremy_Seifert #naturalchat 
 
kblackwell How much funding do you still need to complete the film @jeremy_seifert? 
#naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @Bomeggies: Help fund a documentary on #GMO! RT @jkunau Go to 
gmofilm.com and clicking on donate! #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 Q7, It felt like it. Elizabeth & I were there in DC, & there wasn't 
much coverage. Yet it was in the news in China #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @Bomeggies: Help fund a documentary on #GMO! RT @jkunau Go to 
gmofilm.com and clicking on donate! #naturalchat 
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kblackwell RT @deliciousliving: Another great resource to help consumers to take a 
stance. Food Democracy Now. ow.ly/7abqW #GMOs #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 RT @EJKucinich: Have you seen whats happening in Tanzania? US 
companies promoting biotech & throwing thousands off land #naturalchat 
 
Bomeggies Help fund a documentary on #GMO! RT @jkunau Go to gmofilm.com and 
clicking on donate! #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving Another great resource to help consumers to take a stance. Food Democracy 
Now. ow.ly/7abqW #GMOs #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert Hugh Grant,Monsanto CEO“We believe very strongly that these products are 
safe. And in their safety, there is no need to label." #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Q7 Speaking of angry, do you think the @Right2KnowMarch was 
overshadowed by #OccupyWallStreet? ow.ly/7abo2 #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker GE salmon is currently being considered by the FDA, nyti.ms/vVFhXu, 
creating fish that grow to 2x its normal size #GMO #naturalchat 
 
jkunau RT @EJKucinich: Have you seen whats happening in Tanzania? US companies 
promoting biotech & throwing thousands off land #naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag In California @JimbosNaturally refuses to stock any new products that contain 
GMOs. #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @EJKucinich: Have you seen whats happening in Tanzania? US 
companies promoting biotech & throwing thousands off land #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  RT @NCoulterParker: Ask your retailers to carry Non-GMO Project verified 
products nongmoproject.org #GMO #naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld Has there actually been tangible evidence that #GMOs cause negative 
health effects? Has research been conducted? #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @jkunau: We need an awakening in the US and the realization that we 
are the largest human experiment ever conducted. #GMOs #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  Have you seen what's happening in Tanzania? The fight out there? US 
companies promoting biotech & throwing thousands off land #naturalchat 
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Jeremy_Seifert RE Q6, We need to shed light on what has been hidden for so long, and 
shake people up enough to get them angry. #naturalchat 
 
ToddRunestad Wondering whether "natural" has more consumer cache than "vitamin-
fortified" because a lot of vitamins are synthetic. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 We support the non-GMO movement with our pubs (ow.ly/7a9cc) 
conferences & trade shows @NatProdExpo #expoeast #expowest #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Ask your retailers to carry Non-GMO Project verified products 
nongmoproject.org #GMO #naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag Retailers aren't waiting for regulated labeling, they're identifying GMO-free 
products using shelf tags. @deliciousliving #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 Re Q6, we need an awakening in the US and the realization that we 
are the largest human experiment ever conducted. #naturalchat 
 
melissagerman RT @EJKucinich Please contact your members of congress &ask them to 
co-sponsor @RepKucinich Right to Know Act for #GMO labeling #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @EJKucinich: Please contact members of congress and ask them to co-
sponsor @RepKucinich Right to Know Act for #GMO labeling #naturalchat 
 
HeyandLilShuga @nfm_mag Educating consumers is really the only answer. #GMO 
#naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich @OrganicSummit Many countries have bought into #GMO ideology & are 
already receiving GMO crops in the form of food aid. #naturalchat 
 
jkunau RT @EJKucinich Please contact your members of congress & ask them to 
cosponsor @RepKucinich Right to Know Act for #GMO labeling #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker We need to invite everyone to the conversation, organic farmer 
@mkilpatrick21 "Conventional ag is not Christ-like" #GMO #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @EJKucinich: Pls contact your members of congress & ask them to co-
sponsor @RepKucinich Right to Know Act for #GMO labeling #naturalchat 
 

NewHope360 Q6 What do you think it will take to turn the tide against planting GMOs in 
the U.S.? #naturalchat 
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deliciousliving What are the most effective ways you've seen? RT @nfm_mag Retailers 
taking a stand, helping shoppers identify #GMO-free brands #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  Please contact your members of congress and ask them to co-sponsor 
@RepKucinich Right to Know Act for #GMO labeling #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Good, but sad, point about #GMO! RT @jkunau: @NewHope360 We are the 
research! #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit @ejkucinich @jeremy_seifert How do you foresee U.S. dereg. of #GMO 
crops potentially affecting foreign trade? #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @ncoulterparker: FDA -- Just label it! Backed by many natural products 
companies justlabelit.org/takeaction #GMO #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 We are the research! #naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag Many naturals retailers are taking a stand by helping shoppers identify #GMO-
free brands. Education is our best ammunition #naturalchat 
 
Jessica_Rubino Quick, easy way to make a difference: RT @ncoulterparker: FDA-Just label 
it! justlabelit.org/takeaction #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Ironic? Europe grows GMOs for research; U.S. not allowed to research, but 
just grows GMOs. ow.ly/7ab6w #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @HeyandLilShuga We want to use the film we're making to reach and educate 
people with beauty & a fun & entertaining delivery #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @JodyRaeMason By going to our website at gmofilm.com and clicking on donate! 
#naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert RE Q5 The sentiment is the same in U.S. as in EU. The difference is: they 
acted, we ate. We have been asleep for too long. #naturalchat 
 
OrganicSummit RT @JennaBlumenfeld: Dennis Kucinich has introduced a labeling bill 
since 1996 "The Right to Know Act" #GMO #naturalchat” #naturalchat 
 
JodyRaeMason @jkunau @Jeremy_Seifert i understand you're still in the fundraising 
stage of making your #GMO film. How can people help? #naturalchat 
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EJKucinich  I believe that Italy has some of the toughest regulations and just look at British 
Prince Charles and how outspoken he is! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Our editor in chief @carlottamast recently reported that China is 
demanding GM labeling. Really! ow.ly/7a9Tm #naturalchat 
 
HeyandLilShuga What strategy are you using to teach people about GMO? #naturalchat 
#naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld Something we need to support:Dennis Kucinich has introduced a labeling 
bill since 1996 "The Right to Know Act" #GMO #naturalchat” 
 
jkunau RT @EJKucinich Europe has exercised the precautionary principle though GMO 
crops have been grown there for years for "research" #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Meant to say FDA -- Just label it! Backed by many natural products 
companies justlabelit.org/takeaction #GMO #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @NewHope360 Europe has exercised the precautionary principle, though 
GMO crops have been grown there for years for "research" #naturalchat 
 

cbaginski  
Wow - why no action for so long? @EJKucinich Dennis Kucinich has introduced a labeling 
bill since 1996 "The Right to Know Act" #naturalchat 
 
jkunau RT @Jeremy_Seifert: Roundup in rain and rivers probably only means that 
Monsanto will try to sue God for patent infringement! #naturalchat 
 
kblackwell What's the holdup in getting such legislation passed @EJKucinich? Clearly the 
American people want to know. #naturalchat 
 
NCoulterParker Tell the FDL to label it by signing the Just Label It petition 
justlabelit.org/takeaction #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @Jeremy_Seifert: Nearly 80% of processed food contains GMOs and 
recent study found Bt Toxin in 80% of blood of fetuses #naturalchat 
 
ToddRunestad Join me for a #naturalchat happening right exactly now! 
 
jkunau @NewHope360 @EJKucincih, you are from England, what is your response to this 
question? #naturalchat 
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NewHope360 RT @Jeremy_Seifert: Roundup in rain and rivers probably only means that 
Monsanto will try to sue God for patent infringement! #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  Dennis Kucinich has introduced a labeling bill since 1996 "The Right to Know 
Act" as well as other GMO regulatory legislation. #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @Jeremy_Seifert What was the sentiment if any regarding #GMOs, Modern 
Agriculture, Seed/Crop Diversity and Climate Change? #naturalchat 
52 minutes ago  
 
NewHope360 Q5 Million dollar question: Why does the sentiment against GMOs differ in 
the U.S. vs. abroad? #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @JennaBlumenfeld Roundup in rain and rivers probably only means that 
Monsanto will try to sue God for patent infringement! #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @jkunau: Dennis Kucinich is currently working on a bill for labeling of 
#GMOs #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  RT @Jeremy_Seifert: nearly 80% of processed food contains GMOs and recent 
study found Bt Toxin in 80% of blood of fetuses #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @JennaBlumenfeld Although, Dennis Kucinich is currently working on a bill for 
labeling of #GMOs #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert @newhope360 GMOs are not allowed in Norway. They know that the 
science is still out, and they are too smart to be guinea pigs! #naturalchat 
 
JodyRaeMason @EJKucinich does your #GMO film highlight any current non-GMO labeling 
initiatives? #naturalchat 
 
jkunau @JennaBlumenfeld I haven't heard that any new regulation is being discussed 
because of the new findings. #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  RT @cbaginski: 93% of Americans think genetically engineered foods should 
be labeled! via @justlabelit bit.ly/oNQKCZ #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 .@jeremy_seifert What's the sentiment in Norway toward #GMO (and was 
it cold? Snowed here in #Boulder #Colorado today!) #naturalchat 
 

nfm_mag RT JennaBlumenfeld Roundup was found in rain & rivers. What does this mean 
for future #gmo regulation, if anything #naturalchat 
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Jessica_Rubino Aside from buying #organic and/or Non-GMO Project verified products, 
what are the top ways consumers can make a difference? #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich We're trying to get this film made in time for the CA 2012 ballot initiative. 
Please spread the word! GMOfilm.com #naturalchat 
 
JennaBlumenfeld Recently roundup was found in rain & rivers. What does this mean in 
terms of future #gmo regulation, if anything #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert RE Q4, we filmed in Haiti in February, across the U.S. this summer, and in 
Svalbard, Norway, two weeks ago. #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert The FDA leaves safety testing up to the companies that produce the GMOs! 
Companies say the FDA is responsible! Win/Win! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Thanks! That's our goal. RT @HeyandLilShuga: @NewHope360 The 
#naturalchat is a great initiative to increase awareness  
 
deliciousliving Delicious Living  
And there are so many HIDDEN ingredients: ow.ly/7aaIc RT @cbaginski: 93% of 
Americans think GE foods should be labeled #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  Join me for a #naturalchat TweetChat at: tweetchat.com/room/naturalch… 
#naturalchat 
 
jkunau @JodyRaeMason I think it violates the social utility standard, but apparently the 
SCOTUS doesn't think so! #naturalchat 
 

NewHope360 Q4 Which countries have you visited so far for the film? #naturalchat 
 
HeyandLilShuga @NewHope360 The #naturalchat is a great initiative to increase 
awareness 
 
deliciousliving RT @Jeremy_Seifert: nearly 80% of processed food contains GMOs and 
recent study found Bt Toxin in 80% of blood of fetuses #naturalchat 
 
kblackwell RT @cbaginski: 93% of Americans think genetically engineered foods should 
be labeled! via @justlabelit bit.ly/oNQKCZ #naturalchat 
 
cbaginski 93% of Americans think genetically engineered foods should be labeled! via 
@justlabelit bit.ly/oNQKCZ #naturalchat 
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JodyRaeMason RT @EJKucinich: @deliciousliving #GMO corn is registered as a pesticide 
and not a food! #naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert  
RE Q3, nearly 80% of processed food contains GMOs and recent study found Bt Toxin in 
80% of blood of fetuses. #naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag We absolutely loved Dive! @jeremy_seifert and @jkunau will your latest GMO 
project include how retailers can be involved? #naturalchat 
 
JodyRaeMason @jkunau You're a lawyer. What are your thoughts on the legalities of seed 
patents and suing innocent farmers for contamination? #naturalchat 
 
Jessica_Rubino Startling truths about #GMOs. RT @ejkucinich #GMO corn is registered as 
a pesticide and not a food! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 (Psst, if you're listening in let us know with a tweet!) #naturalchat 
 
jkunau Re Q3 just how much of our processed food contains GMOs, how many people want 
GMOs labeled, how many GMO crops are deregulated #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @Jeremy_Seifert: It all started when I read an article about Haitian 
farmers burning seeds given to Haiti by Monsanto. #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @deliciousliving that #GMO corn is registered as a pesticide and not a food! 
#naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert Haiti has remained GMO-free....for now! The seeds from Monsanto were 
hybrid seeds, but they are a threat to food sovereignty. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Q3 The teaser for the film includes many statistics about GMOs. Can you 
share some here that are the most alarming? #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @NewHope360 I met @jeremy_seifert & Josh at the screening of their last 
film, DIVE! Brilliant! And wanted to work with them #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving @EJKucinich What are some of your most startling discoveries? 
#naturalchat 
 
nfm_mag Hey @jeremy_seifert has Haiti managed to remain #GMO free? #naturalchat 
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jkunau I've know Jeremy for years and we worked on Dive! together, so when he brought 
this up for our next film, I was 100% on board! #naturalchat 
 
JodyRaeMason @jeremy_seifert Have you been able to reach #Monsanto for comments? 
Has any plant #biotech addressed your film or questions? #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  @JodyRaeMason I learned about GMOs when I was a child and it never sat 
with me. The more I learn the more worrying the reality! #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Q2 Josh and Elizabeth, how did you get involved in the project? What makes 
you passionate about the non-GMO movement? #naturalchat 
 
EJKucinich  RT @NewHope360 Follow special guests @jeremy_seifert @jkunau &  check 
out their film ow.ly/7a8XW #naturalchat 
 
JodyRaeMason @ejkucinich What was you #GMO wake-up call? #naturalchat 
#naturalchat 
 
Jeremy_Seifert It all started for me when I read a short article about Haitian farmers 
committing to burn seeds given to Haiti by Monsanto. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Q1 Jeremy, you're the director of the award-winning documentary Dive! 
(ow.ly/7a9o4). Why GMOs for your next film? #naturalchat 
 
deliciousliving RT @NewHope360: Follow guests @jeremy_seifert @jkunau 
@ejkucinich & check out their film in progress here: ow.ly/7a8XW #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 So let's get started! Feel free to tweet questions at any time. #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 Follow our special guests @jeremy_seifert @jkunau @ejkucinich & check 
out their film in progress here: ow.ly/7a8XW #naturalchat 
 
NewHope360 We're thrilled to host Jeremy Seifert, Josh Kunau &  of the Non-GMO Film 
Project to talk global GMO awareness #naturalchat 
 

NewHope360 Welcome everyone! Happy Non-GMO Awareness Month and welcome to 
tonight's chat. Join our chat room here: ow.ly/7a8Ji #naturalchat 
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